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Emotion Regulation
Strategies
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Why is it so important
for kids to limit screen
time & get outside

Summer Parent Newsletter!

Read below for some tips to help make summer a
breeze at home. Be on the lookout for more
newsletters next year!

Summer 2021
Summer Routines:
Do you
need one?
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From,

Hello Awesome Ashford Parents! We are excited to
share with you a

Ashford
School
Parent
Newsletter

Your Mental Health Team:
Emily Deliberto

Alissa Tatro

School Psychologist

School Social Worker

Calg Sate f Ks o Ty i m:
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2ND

Pizza Breaths

Grounding

Ask your child to
imagine a hot slice of
pizza (or any favorite
hot food or drink).
Inhale by pretending
to smell the pizza.
Exhale by pretending
to blow on it to cool it
down. Repeat 5 times
or by your child’s
favorite number.

This is a mindfulness
strategy to help your
child feel present in
the moment. Ask your
child to identify 5
things they can see, 4
things they can hear,
3 things they can feel,
2 things they can
smell and 1 thing
they can taste.

Calm Down Box
Fill up an old shoe
box or small box with
calming items such
as squishy objects,
drawing/coloring
sheets, ﬁdget toys,
scented
stickers,
pictures of favorite
things.
Get
your
child’s
input
&
encourage use when
upset.

3RD
5TH

“Happy Thoughts”
This is a visualization
strategy. Ask your
child to identify their
favorite: place, color,
animal, food, dessert,
number, activity, etc.
Put them together in
a “story” (i.e. Imagine
a dog driving a blue
car came to take you
to the beach). They
can also draw or print
pictures or write their
story to use again.

Progressive Relaxation

6TH
8TH

One way to reduce stress is
through releasing tension
in our muscles. Encourage
your child to start tensing
(~5 seconds) and relaxing
each muscle group moving from her toes all
the way up to her head.
Ask your child to breathe
in while tensing muscles
and to breathe out when
relaxing muscles.

Discuss What Works
Sometimes we assume
that what we need is
what others need. It is
important to learn how
your child copes best.
Maybe he just needs to
be alone for a while or
maybe she needs you to
sit with her in silence.
You could have a child
that just needs a hug
but won’t ask for it in
the heat of the moment.
When you understand
your child in this way,
you will be a calm
presence in their lives.

Signs of
depression
in Kids
Wang  ta se l
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go n. Deso mt
lo ke:
Common symptoms of depression
in children & teens include the
following over 2 weeks or longer:
Changes in appetite or weight
Feeling/appearing sad, tearful or
irritable
Fatigue or perceived lack of energy
Feeling guilty or ashamed
Trouble concentrating
Loss of interest/pleasure in
previously enjoyed activities
Recurring thoughts of death or
suicide
Sleep disturbances (insomnia or
excessive sleeping)
Some children report physical
complaints (stomachaches,
headaches, etc.)

COC T OR S: I 1

Making conversation during a car
ride with your child is a great way
to build your relationship. Children
generally feel more comfortable
sharing personal details about
themselves when they are in the
car. Use this as an opportunity to
listen and learn from them.

Why is it

important To Get outside &
off screens this
summer?
We live in a new technology
ﬁlled world and recognize a
screen-free summer is
unrealistic. While screen time
is part of the play & leisure
balance and can be a helpful
parenting tool, it should not
dominate their summer,
especially coming off a school
year that included so much
more virtual learning. Talk to
your kids about screen time
balance. AAP suggested screen
time is 1 hr/ day for 2-5 year
olds, 1.5 hrs for 6-9 years & 2
hrs for 10-13 years. Make it a
family plan that kids & parents
follow. Be the model & put your
phone down too when you can.

COC T OR S: I 2
Bond over favorite foods.
Cook or bake together. Go to
a favorite restaurant. For
the adventurous, try a new
food or recipe together.

The great outdoors has lots
of opportunities for physical
ﬁtness and socializing while
getting vitamin D & fresh
air. Being outside can ﬁll up
physical, social, and
emotional needs all at once.
You can bike, swim, walk,
hike, garden, or picnic. You
can read or draw or do other
non-screen activities they
enjoy outdoors instead.
Positive Screen Time Tips:
Make mealtimes screen free,
Be involved with screentime when you can (pause
and ask a question), No
screens an hour before bed.
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Do You Need Them?

One thing we have all learned from the pandemic
is that we are comforted by routines. They provide
a sense of security in allowing us to know, plan
and predict what is coming next. While it is not
necessary to plan every minute of every day,
following the same patterns day to day helps
children instill good habits and become more
independent. Tasks such as attending to their
personal hygiene, completing chores,
incorporating play and rest time, and getting ready
for bed become second nature to them. In other
words, they don’t think much about them, they
just do them.. Without building in some structure
around these, parents run the risk of having daily
“battles” with their child about when they are
going to get things done. Parents who follow a
general schedule at home often feel less stressed
as they can omit the mental work of ﬁguring out
what is next for their child. Routines can also help
ward off the dreaded “I’m bored!”. While we can’t
guarantee you won’t hear those words this
summer, we’ve added an activity on the next page
to keep your child busy!
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If following a schedule isn’t a realistic option in
your home right now, just committing to a general
bedtime hour, (even if a little later in the summer!)
will provide positive beneﬁts to your child’s mood,
health and overall well-being.

Hell Pet Ruc:
Check out Big Little Feelings Instagram Page for
tips on handling big feelings from little kids.
Read more tips on handling big emotions:
https://childmind.org/guide/ parents-guideto-problem-behavior/helping-kidsdeal-with-big-emotions/

BORED BINGO
Listen to a
podcast or
an audiobook

Play
20
Questions

Build a
plastic cup
tower

Draw or
color for 30
minutes

Build a fort
with a sheet &
a table

Stretch
or do
yoga

Visit a
virtual zoo
or museum

Do
A
puzzle

Write a
letter
to mail

Make
something
from a box

Count how
many birds
you can find
outside

Read for
20
minutes

Free
Space

Make
A
snack

Play
A
board game

Make your
own board
game

Write
a
story

Do
a
chore

Help
someone
at home

Read for
10
minutes

Clean
Your
room

Do an
obstacle
course

Look at old
photos
or videos

Learn
a
magic trick

Make an
obstacle
course

Complete 1 “Bingo” this summer to earn a prize when we return to school!
Traditional Bingo Rules apply: 5 in a row (across, up/down, or diagonal)

BORED BINGO
Make your own board that works for your family

Free
Space

Complete 1 “Bingo” this summer to earn a prize when we return to school!
Traditional Bingo Rules apply: 5 in a row (across, up/down, or diagonal)

